
 

 

 

 

GENERAL INFORMATION 

Mix and match the components below to create your perfect jungle gym. The standard platform size is the 1.8m unit 

add the individual, modular components - from slides and swings, ladders, bridges and monkey bars, to nets, 

climbing walls and fireman poles. 

All timber is pre-drilled, cut to specification, knots taken down, trimmed and part assembled, treated for pests & 

insects SABS, painted one coat Dulux Wood-guard for weather protection. 

 Gyms & Play Structures are built with great care, always keeping in mind that the safety of the children comes 

FIRST. 

Jungle Gyms should always be used under strict adult supervision. Please discuss your safety concerns with us 

before placing your order so that we can customize your Jungle Gym to suit your individual needs. We have many 

designs to choose from and all our designs can be customized. We are always open to suggestions.  

We offer a free, no obligation quotation to suit your Budget. 

 

SPECIFICATION OF MATERIALS 

All the timber used to build our Jungle Gyms & Structures are treated. Structures are coated with a double coat of 

timber preservative to seal and protect the timber against the earthly elements. We only use galvanized nuts, bolts 

and cup squares to assemble our structures. Our fireman’s poles and monkey bars are also galvanized. All 

accessories e.g. swings, swing rings, sway-bridges, sway-drums etc. are suspended with 6mm galvanized chain. 

Please note that our enclosed “cabins” are not “Wendy “houses and should not be used for this purpose. Jungle gym 

cabins are rustic structures and are not 100% water proof. Fully operational doors and windows can be included on 

request and at an additional fee. Specifications can be discussed and will be accommodated as far as possible. 

 

EUROPEAN STANDARDS FOR CHILD SAFETY 

All out Timber and Metal Jungle Gyms are developed and manufactured and designed in line with European 

standards for Child Safety in Play Equipment.  (Please request full information) 

 

TERMS AND CONDITION FOR INSTALLATION 

Prices in our brochure Include VAT. Prices Exclude  delivery and installation. Customers further than a 100km radius 

from Johannesburg will be charged extra. Due to high fuel prices, we will charge a R350.00 call out fee for site 

inspections, payable on the day of the visit.. Site inspection fees will be deducted from the price, should our quote be 

accepted. Quotations are valid for 21 days. All quotations are accompanied by an Acceptance form which should be 

returned to us with your proof of payment. No order will be processed until we have received the completed 

Acceptance Form and proof of payment. A 75% deposit is due upfront. The balance is due on the day of completion. 



Payment methods are strictly EFT. We regret, no cheque or Cash payments are accepted. Direct deposits will be 

liable for a cash handling fee of R2.50 per R100.00. Any structure installed by MOPPETS PLAYWORLD will remain 

our property until the total balance is paid in full.   MOPPETS PLAYWORL has the right to disassemble and remove a 

structure installed by us, should the outstanding balance not be settled in full on the day of completion.  

Before we start any installation, our team must be informed of any irrigation, drainage pipes, cabling, expensive 

plants etc. Even though we work with great care, we do not take responsibility for property damages or the repair 

There-to.  The positioning of a new structure should be discussed and finalized before the installation commences. 

Any dissatisfaction regarding the positioning will be rectified at the client's own cost and booked as a new installation. 

Please ensure that the area where the jungle gym will be installed is free of any unwanted grass / plants / trees 

before we start the installation. We do not remove vegetation. Prior arrangements must be made and will be charged 

for accordingly. Quotations are for installation in soft soiled areas and do not include / provide for any labour, material 

or machinery needed to dig into hard, clay or rocky areas. Should we encounter conditions which will necessitate 

additional costs, then this will be discussed with the client and added to the outstanding balance.  Sand, stone or 

rubble dug out from the holes where the poles are planted will not be removed from the premises and will be for the 

Client’s own account.  Most of our designs will take 1 full day to complete. The installation period can only be 

determined once a design has been chosen. Please note that our team should not be asked to stop construction due 

to any personal circumstances unless prior arrangements have been made. This will delay the installation process 

and could potentially extend the installation period and further costs for labour and travelling could be incurred. We 

regret that no installation can take place in rainy/wet weather. Postponements will be made accordingly. Moppets 

Playworld has public liability insurance for the duration of the installation and cannot be held responsible for any 

injuries after we have left the premises. We offer a 12 month workmanship guarantee. 

 

 

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR D.I.Y. KITS 

Prices in our brochure Include VAT. Prices DO NOT include delivery and installation (UNLESS SPECIFIED IN THE 

QUOTE). Due to high fuel prices, we will charge a R250 call out fee for site inspections, payable on the day of the 

visit. Site inspection fees will be deducted from the price, should our quote be accepted. Quotations are valid for 21 

days. All quotations are accompanied by an Acceptance form which should be returned to us with your proof of 

payment. No order will be processed until we have received the Completed Acceptance Form and proof of payment. 

The full amount is due and payable upon acceptance of this quotation. Payment Methods are strictly cash or EFT. 

We regret, no cheques are accepted. Direct deposits will be liable for a cash handling fee of R1.50 

Per R100.00. D.I.Y. KITS installed by a person/company other than Moppets Playworld Structures becomes a third 

party installation and we will not be held responsible for any loss, damage or inferior workmanship. The lead time for 

the preparation of D.I.Y. KITS is 7 working days but can differ depending on the size of the order. 

 

 

 

 



WE ARE SERIOUS ABOUT SAFETY 

You cannot cover your child in bubble-wrap, but you can take care when selecting the safety 

features on toys your child plays with, or on. Your child's safety depends on a well-constructed 

and quality design Jungle Gym. 

We have used the same design on our structures since 1989, "tweaking" it when a flaw has been 

found, and ultimately making it as safe as possible for our customers, your child and your nerves. 

Below are the main built-in features: 

Poles  

The industry standard is to use a (100-125) mm diameter pole; this measurement is taken from 

the top diameter of the pole, not the butt end. There are some suppliers using this as an "extra 

selling point" – however, most companies have come into line with this specification size pole, 

so there is little industry difference. 

Where the differences between organisations does exist however, is in the size platform support 

poles and handrails. Remember, the thinner the pole, the quicker the crack. 

We take down all the knots and rough edges on the treated timber, smooth off the ends of the 

poles, drill and then woodguard the timber prior to installation. This is all done in the factory to 

ensure that all our structures are uniform and quality controlled. 

This generic drilling also allows you to add items at a later stage, ie when your 18 month old 

turns 4 years and is looking for more challenge. 

Maintenance 

All timber structures require maintenance, from your tool shed, kennel, lapa to carport, even your 

indoor furniture needs polishing. 

Regular maintenance can enhance the lifespan of your structure. The average lifespan on treated 

gum poles is 15 – 20 years, if maintained. If not, 3 - 5 years. Quite a difference. Our longest 

standing, well-maintained Jungle Gym to date is 15 years at a Caravan Park in Ballito. 

We use a woodguard timber preservative during production, and touch up again on site, after 

installation. We also use a waxol / woodguard mixture on the platform and roof, for extra 

protection, as these are the parts which will receive the most wear and tear (the sun on the roof 

and the kiddies on the platform). This does have a slight residue for the initial few weeks, but 

quickly disappears. 

 

 



Treatment of the timber 

Timber is a perishable product and needs to be treated against pests and insects. All our timber is 

SABS and ISO 9001 approved. 

According to the South African Wood Preservers Association (SAWPA), a government 

regulatory body, the CCA treatment used to prevent pest and insect infestation is perfectly safe 

for domestic use. Each country has different conditions, and as such has different chemical 

concentrations in their treatments. The tests carried out in South Africa reveal the chemical 

becomes fixed in the timber and is perfectly safe. 

Should you require any further information, please see www.sawpa.co.za, or alternatively ask 

our office for the notice issued by Rentokil (distributors of CCA), for their survey results. 

Handrails 

These are 600mm above the platform, which is chest height for the average kiddie. Two 

handrails are dangerous as it gives the child a step ladder to climb, and as it allows his centre of 

gravity to move to his waist, the child becomes heavy and could fall out of the structure. 

Should you be concerned about an "open" side where the kiddies could fall through the 

handrails, especially on the swing side of the structure, we would recommend a closed in side 

with vertical bars or solid side to prevent this, rather than a second handrail. 

The top handrail does not hinder the children using the items eg ladder, it forces the child to sit 

before attempting to slide or climb down, or to crouch as they are coming up, and reduces the 

risk of falling. It also prevents that little tiger who wants to throw himself tummy first down the 

slide. 

Platform size 

A larger platform allows your littlies to take their friends, toys, lunch and mommy up the 

structure. If the platform is too small, they may not have enough room to play around, especially 

if there are more than two. And truth is there will always be friends around to play, or little boys 

to fight if crowded. 

Platform height 

This is kept to 1.4 / 1.5 off the ground, depending on the site. Any lower and it will be too 

boring, and any higher you cannot reach the children without climbing up the structure yourself. 

The main reasoning here is imagine a pregnant mom trying to climb the structure to get a 

distressed child down. 

 

 



Ladder 

The ladder rung spaces are 200mm apart, this is the average for an 18 month old to start playing 

on. The ladder is usually the first item the kiddies learn to climb on, and offers and easy access 

up and down the structure. 

If this ladder is too narrow or the rungs too far apart, spatially the children will not feel safe, and 

could slip between the rungs. 

Structure poles 

These are concreted into the ground, +- 600mm, for stability. A little wobble is good, as it 

doesn't place rigid strain on the timber. However, a lot of wobble is bad as the structure then 

becomes unstable. 

Attachments 

All items are attached by means of fully galvanised thread bar, nuts and washers or nails. No 

metal parts protrude to hurt the child. 

Ropes 

The rope used is 12mm poly-steel, which doesn't lead to rope burn on the children’s hands. It 

also holds up to 600kg! 

Roof 

The roof is inaccessible (there will always be one though). It is virtually impossible to climb on 

to the roof from the platform. The total finished height from the ground to the roof ridge is 3m. 

The roof is solid timber, which gives shade and protection from the sun, as well as protecting the 

platform from the weather. We do not use shade cloth or plastic roofs as we have found these 

perish before the structure and are a hazard if climbed. 

Slides 

The slides are heavy duty fibreglass, and are sealed with a silicon layer to prevent fading. They 

are 2.4m long with an internal floor 370mm wide, the sides are 130mm high, and the bottom lip 

has been strengthened. 

The H-frame legs at the bottom of the slide lift the lip of the slide from the ground to enable the 

child to put their feet on the ground at the end. This together with the curve of the bottom of the 

slide prevents bottom bumping. 

 

 



Swings & Seats 

The swing rail length is a thicker, selected pole and is kept to 2.4m across. A longer pole could 

warp or bend. The swings are 300mm apart, so as to avoid the kiddies hitting each other whilst 

swinging. 

Swing seats are either timber or rubber. Unfortunately tyre seats without the steel belt are very 

hard to come by as tyres are not made with a canvas belt anymore. Further, tyre seats for children 

over 2 years allow the child to slouch when swinging. We have found that the plastic baby seats, 

with front and back protection, ensure the child learns to sit straight whilst swinging and thus the 

child transfers easily across to wooden or rubber swing seats at around 2 years old. 

Basic parental control includes teaching your children not to walk in front of moving swings, 

much like how to check when crossing the road. 

Finally – this advice was taken from a child safety website: 

"Teach your kids some common sense rules for playground fun", advises Mick Mack, project 

coordinator for the National Program for Playground Safety. 

 Show kids which equipment is okay for them to play on according to their age and size. 

"No 4- or 5-year-old should play on anything that's 8-feet high," says Mack. You can 

judge by looking at the playground equipment what's right for your kids. Look at the 

height, and the distance between steps and rungs. Today, new equipment is often labelled 

by age. 

 Did you know a child's fall onto concrete from an 8-foot structure has the same impact as 

a car colliding with a brick wall at 30mph. 

 Remind kids not to play on wet equipment or force parts of their body through small 

spaces. 

 Teach your children to watch out for hot metal surfaces that may cause burns. 

 Review simple safety precautions with your kids: Don't cross in front of moving swings. 

Get off a seesaw only when your partner's feet are on the ground. Don't push or pull 

others while playing on climbing equipment. 

 Don't encourage young kids to swing faster or climb higher than they're comfortable 

with. Very young children will naturally stop themselves before they pass their own 

safety level, as long as they're not egged on by others. 

Should you require any further safety information please do not hesitate to contact 

us  

 

 

 


